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STOP RULE INEQUALITIES FOR UNIFORMLY BOUNDED

SEQUENCES OF RANDOM VARIABLES

BY

THEODORE P. HILL AND ROBERT P. KERTZ

Abstract. If X"0, Xx_ is an arbitrarily-dependent sequence of random variables

taking values in [0,1] and if V( X0,X¡,... ) is the supremum, over stop rules /, of

EX,, then the set of ordered pairs {(.*, v): x = V(X0, Xx,.. .,Xn) and y =

£(maxyS„X¡) for some X0,..., Xn] is precisely the set

C„= {(x,y):x<y<x(\ + n(\ - *'/")); 0 « x « l};

and the set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x = V(X0, X,,...) and y = £(sup„ X„) for

some X0, X,,...} is precisely the set

X

C= UQ.
»=i

As a special case, if A"0, X,,... is a martingale with EX0 = x, then £(max7tí„ X) =c

x + nx(\ - x'/n) and £(sup„ Xlt) « x - x\n x, and both inequalities are sharp.

1. Introduction. The subject of this paper is comparisons between the expected

supremum of a uniformly bounded process and the optimal expected return (using

stop rules) of the process.

Let X0, Xx,... be random variables (on some common probability space (ß, &, P))

taking values in [0,1] and let V(X0, Xx,...) denote the value (supremum, over stop

rules t, of EX,) of the process XQ, Xx,... (for a formal definition, see §2).

The first main result of this paper (Theorem 3.2) gives a complete description of

the possible values of the ordered pairs (V(X0,...,Xn), £(maxys;„Ay)) for all

processes uniformly bounded in [0,1], and the second main result (Theorem 4.2)

gives the corresponding result for infinite sequences.

Comparisons of the value V(X0, Xx,...) and £(sup„ Xn) have been called "pro-

phet" problems because of the natural identification of E(supn Xn) with the optimal

expected return of a prophet or player endowed with complete foresight. Such

comparisons for sequences of independent random variables have been given by

Krengel and Sucheston [12,13], Garling, and Dvoretzky (both in [13]), and Hill and

Kertz [8-10]. Extending these results, Hill [7] has shown that

(1) the set of ordered pairs ((x, y): x = V(X0, Xx,...) and y — £(sup„ Xn) for

some sequence of independent random variables X0, Xx,... taking values in [0,1]} is

precisely the set ((x, y): x <y =£ 2x — x2;0 =£ x < 1}.
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For other types of processes, few results on such comparisons have been available

in the literature. A notable exception is the collection of averages of nonnegative

independent random variables and generalizations of this collection investigated by

Krengel and Sucheston [13] and Brunei and Krengel [3]. The main results of the

present paper give a complete solution of the comparison of value and expected

supremum for the collections of uniformly bounded processes, of uniformly bounded

Markov processes, and of uniformly bounded martingales.

These results generalize inequalities (e.g. [6, §4]) for uniformly bounded

martingales: if X0, Xx,... is any martingale taking values in [0,1], then £(maxjs:n A" )

< x + nx(l — xx/n) and £(sup„ Xn) < x — xln x, where x = EX0 (Corollaries 3.4

and 4.3).

The paper is organized as follows. §2 recalls definitions and background results on

the value of a process from classical optimal stopping theory, and presents two

propositions which allow reduction from general uniformly bounded sequences to

special types of martingales. §§3 and 4 develop the main results on comparison of

value and expected supremum for uniformly bounded sequences of finite and of

infinite lengths, respectively. In §5 an application of these results is made to

determine the advantage of order selection for a gambler in optimal stopping

problems.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper the assumption is made that all random

variables take values in [0,1]. For the extension of the main results to general

uniformly bounded sequences, see the Remarks at the end of §§3 and 4.

For subsets A of Í2, IA denotes the indicator function of A. For random variables

X and Y, X V Y and X A Y denote the maximum and minimum, respectively, of X

and Y. EX is the expectation of X; E(X\ Y) is the conditional expectation of X

given Y; and <5n = a(X0,. ..,Xn) is the sigma-field generated by X0,...,Xn. The

essential supremum of a collection of random variables {A^: s G S} is a random

variable Y (written Y = ess sup {A^: i G S}) satisfying (i) P(Y > X5) = 1 for every

s £ S, and (ii) if Y' is any random variable such that P(Y' > Xs) — 1 for every

s ES, then P(Y' > Y) = 1. From Theorem 1.5 of [4], esssup{X5: s G S] always

exists, and if Xs is measurable with respect to the same a-algebra ÍF for each s G S,

then esssupfA^: x G S) may also be taken to be ^-measurable.

We now recall several definitions and results from classical optimal stopping

theory; as a reference see Chapters 3 and 4 of [4].

Given the ordered collection of random variables X0, Xx,..., let Tdenote the set

of (a.e.) finite stop rules for X0, Xx,..., and let Tm = {t G T: t > m).

Definition 2.1. The value V(X0,XX,...) of A0, Xx,... is V(X0, Xx,...) =

sup{£A,: t G T), and V(X0,...,X„) = sup{EX,: t G T, t*zn). The conditional

value of X„, Xm+X,... given X0,...,Xp V(Xm, Xm+l,. ..| ^.), is given by

V(Xm,Xm+l,...\%) = essswp{E(Xt\%): t G Tm), and V(Xm, Xm+x,...,Xn \ %) =

esssup{£(X,|<^): t G Tm, t < «}.

The following two standard results relating these concepts will be useful:

(2)     V(Xm+l, Xm+2,...\Wm) = E(v(Xm+l, Xm+2,...\$m+l)\$m)

a.e. for all m > 0
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and

(3)    V(Xm,Xm+x,...\$m) = XmVV(Xm+x,Xm+2,...\%t)    a.e. for all m > 0.

The first proposition allows a reduction to martingales from arbitrarily-dependent

sequences of random variables for the purpose of determining how much larger than

the value the expected supremum of a process can be.

Proposition 2.2. Given random variables X0, A",,..., there exists a martingale A0,

Xx,...for which V(X0,Xx,...)=V(X0,Xx,...)and £(sup„ Xn ) =£ £(sup„ X„ ).

The proof of Proposition 2.2 is based on three lemmas. The assumption that all

random variables take values in [0,1] is used for the first time in Lemma 2.4 for

purposes other than as a guarantee of integrability of random variables.

Lemma 2.3. Given XQ, A,,... and m > 0, define

x'm = xmw(xm+x,xm+2,...\<$m).

Then XQ,.. .,Xm_x, X'm, Xm+.satisfies

(i)X'm>V(Xm+x,Xm + 2,...\X0,...,Xm_x,X'm)a.e.;

(ii) V(X0, A,,...) = V(X0,...,Xm_x, X'm, Xm+X,...);and

(iii) £(sup„ Xn) < E(X0 V ■ ■ • VA„,_, V X'm V Xm+X V • ■ • ).

Proof. For (iii), notice that X'm s* Xm; (i) and (ii) follow routinely from standard

arguments using (2) and (3).    D

Lemma 2.4. Given A"0, A,,... and m s* 0, define ß = ßm(X0, Xx,...,Xm)by

ß^[(xm~v(xm+x,...\^J)/(i-v(xm+x,...\^m))]-i(Xm>V(Xm+i^.ßm))

if V(Xm+x,.. .| fm) < 1, and = 0 otherwise; and for k> m+ I, define Xk - ß +

(1 - ß)Xk. Then X0,.. .,Xm, Xm+X, Xm+2,... satisfies

(i)V(Xm+x,Xm+2,...\$m) = Xma.e.on{Xm>V(Xm+x,Xm+2,...\<§m)};

(ii) V(X0, XX,...)=V(X0,.. .,Xm, Xm+X, Xm+2,...); and

(iii) £(sup„ X„) « E(X0 V • • • VAm V Xm+X V Am+2 V • • • ).

Proof. Conclusion (iii) follows since 0 < ß < 1 imphes Xk 3* Xk for all k > m; (i)

and (ii) follow routinely using (2) and (3), and noting that

ß + (l-ß)V(Xm+u...\$m) = Xm

a.e. on {Xm > V( Am+„.. .| %)) = {Xm ^ V(Xm+X,.. .| %)}.    □

Lemma 2.5. Given random variables X0, Xx,..., the following are equivalent:

(i) A0, A,,... is a martingale;

(ii) EX, = EX0 = V(X0,XX,...) for all t G T; and

(iii) Xm = V(Xm+x, Xm+2,...\%m) a.e. for all m>0.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is well known (see, for example, [13, p.

200]). The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows routinely from (2) and (3) (using

regular conditional distributions, if necessary, as in §4.3 of [2]).    D
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Proof of Proposition 2.2. Given random variables X0, A,,..., apply Lemmas

2.3 and 2.4 for each m = 0,1,2,... to obtain random variables X0, A,,... satisfying:

Xk = V(Xk+x, Xk+2,...\X0,...,Xk) a.e. for all k > 0; V(X0, A„. . .) =

V(X0,XX,...); and E(supn Xn) ^ E(sup„ Xn). By Lemma 2.5, X0, Â,,... is a

martingale.    D

Remark. It will be seen from Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.5 that the inequality

in Proposition 2.2 can even be taken to be strict.

The next proposition allows a reduction to martingales of a particularly simple

form for the purpose of determining how much larger than EX0 the expected

supremum of a martingale can be.

Proposition 2.6. Given any martingale X0, Xx,...,Xn there is a martingale X0

= X0, Xx,...,Xn with P(Xm+] > XJ + P(Xm+x = 0) = I for all m = 0,1,.. .,n - 1,
and satisfying £(max;s;„ Xj) > £(max7SS„ Xj).

Proof. First replace A0, A,,..., A„ by X0,...,X'„, where X- = A} for; < n, and X'n

satisfies P(X'n - 1) = A„_, = I - P(X'n = 0); note that X0,...,X'n is a martingale

with E(taaxJ<n AJ) > £(maxy<Sn A,). Let A") = A; for all; > n, let

i, = min{Â:S* 1: X'k = 0 or A£ > A¿},

and define Â0 = X0 and Â", = X[. Similarly define X2,...,Xn (e.g. X2 — X[, where

t2 = min{k > 11 : A¿ = 0 or A¿ s* A"/}). The process X0,..., Xn is a martingale (since

i7 < oo a.e. for all;) with P(Xm+x > XJ + P(Xm+x = 0) = 1, for all m = Q,...,n

— 1, and satisfying £(max^„ Xj) = E(maXj^n Xj).    □

3. Prophet inequalities for finite sequences. In this section are given the main

result (Theorem 3.2) and resulting inequalities for finite sequences of random

variables taking values in [0,1]. Fix n > 1.

Definition 3.1. C„ denotes the closed, convex set in R2 given by

C„= {(x,y):x<y<x(l + n(l - x1/n));0 < x < l}.

(Note that C, is the set appearing in (1).)

Theorem 3.2. The set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x = V(X0,...,Xn) and y —

E(maXj^n Xj) for some A0,...,Xn] is precisely the set C„.

Proof. (For alternative proofs of the martingale claims in the following argument

the reader may refer to [6].) First it will be shown that {(x, y): x = V(X0,...,Xn)

and y = £(maxys;„ Xn) for some X0,...,Xn) is a subset of Cn. Fix any process

XQ,_A„ taking values in [0,1], and notice that by Propositions 2.2 (letting Xj = Xn

for all; > n) and 2.6 it suffices to show

(4) if A"0,... ,Xn is a martingale with P(Xm+x > Xm) + P(Xm+x = 0) = 1 for all

m = 0,...,n-l, then £(maxy<„ A}) < £^(1 + n(l - (EX0)]/")).

By Jensen's inequality, (4) will follow once it is shown that

(5) if (A-0, %),...,(Xk, <êk) is a martingale with P(Xm+x > XJ + P(Xm+x = 0)

= 1 for all m = 0,... ,k - 1, then £( A"0 V • • • VXk \ @0) < A"0 + itA"0(l - xyk) a.e.

The proof of (5) will be by induction on k. First note that, by the martingale

property, Xj = 0 a.e. on {A"0 = 0} for all; = l,...,n, so it remains only to show (5)

holds a.e. on {A"0 > 0}.
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For k = 1, check that

£(A0 V A, |S0) = E{X0I(XI=0) + XxI(X¡>Xq)\@0)

= X0 + £(( A", — X0)I(Xo^x¡) | b0J

< A0 + £((1 - AJA, | g0) = X0+(l- X0)E(XX \ §0)

= A0 + A0(l-A0)    a.e. on{A0>0}.

Assume (5) is true for k = m, and show it is true for k = m + 1 as follows: calculate

E(X0 V • • • VA-m+, | g0) = E( X0I(Xi=0) + ( A", V • • • VXm+x)I(Xo<Xi) | §0)

= X0P(XX = 0|S0) + e(e(Xx V • • • VAm+, ¡SJI^xM)

< X0P(XX = 0\%) + E((XX + mXx(l - Xym))l,Xo<Xi)\§0)

= A-0 + £([(m + 1) - mA-'/"1 -(*0/*i)] W*,)*i I §o)

< A-0 + £((m + 1)(1 - A-'Am+1))Wx,)*i I So)

= A-0+(m + l)(l-A0A'»+1))£(A-1|ê0)

= X0 + (m+ l)A-0(l - A'(J/(m+1))    a.e. on{A"0>0},

where the first inequality follows from the induction hypothesis, and the second

inequality by maximizing the function f(x) = (m + I) — mxl/m — w/x for x > w

> 0. This establishes (5), and the " C C„" part of the proof.

It remains to show that for each point (x, y) G C„, there is a process A"0,

A',,...,An taking values in [0,1] and satisfying x = V(X0,...,Xn) and y —

£(max;S„ Xj). This follows immediately from the following proposition, which

identifies a particularly simple and well-structured class of extremal processes for Cn.

D

Proposition 3.3. For every point (x, y) G C„, there is a sequence of random

variables X0,...,Xn, each taking at most two values, which is both Markov and a

martingale, and which satisfies V(X0,.. .,Xn) = x and £(maxy<g„ X/) = y.

Proof. For (x, y) = (0,0) or (1,1), take A0 = • • • = X„ = x a.e. Let (x, y) G

C„\{(0,0), (1,1)}, and define the process X0,...,X'n by X0 = x and

P(A-; = x<"-m)/"|f;_,) = jc'/" = 1 - />(*; = 0 |^_,)    for m = l„..,n.

Then X0,...,X'n is both Markov and a martingale (so V(X0,...,X'n) = x) and

satisfies £(max7<n Xj) = x(l + n(l — xx/n)). (This example essentially appears in

[6], and is included here for ease of reference.)

Now let a = (y — x)/(«x(l — xl/n)), and b = 1 — a, and define A"0,... ,Xn by

Xm — aX'm + bx for m = 0,..., n. Then X0,..., Xn is again Markov and a martingale

with V( X0,..., Xn) = x and £(maxj6„ A, ) = y.    D

The next three inequalities follow immediately from Theorem 3.2.
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Corollary 3.4 (Dubins and Pitman [6]). Let A0,..., Xn be a martingale taking

values in [0,1]. Then

(6) £ÍmaxA.) <£A"0(l + n(l -(EX0)i/n)).
;*n

Corollary. 3.5. Let X0,...,Xn be any random variables taking values in [0,1].

Then

(7) ElmaxXj) < V(X0,...,Xn) + (n/ (n + l))"+l

and

(8) £ÍmaxA"/) <(«+ l)V(X0,.. .,Xn)   if p{ max Xi > o) > 0.
V j<n        ' x j^n     ' '

The following two results are immediate consequences of Theorem 3.2 and

Proposition 3.3.

Theorem 3.6. The set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x — EXQ and y = E(maxjs:n Xj) for

some martingale X0,...,Xn] is precisely the set Cn.

Theorem 3.7. The set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x= V(X0,...,Xn) and y =

E(ma.Xj^n Xj) for some Markov process X0,... ,Xn) is precisely the set Cn.

Remarks. Inequalities (6) and (7) are attained: for (6), choose X0,..., X'n as in the

proof of Proposition 3.3 (withy = x(l + n(l — x1/n)); for (7), require further that

x = («/(" + '))")■ By considering X'0,...,X'n with x sufficiently close to zero, (8)

can be seen to be sharp. The weak inequality version of (8) and the process

Xq,.. .,X'n of Proposition 3.3 have appeared on p. 514 of Blackwell and Dubins [1]

and in Proposition 1 of Hill and Kertz [8].

For the collection of random variables X0,... ,Xn taking values in [a, b], -oo < a

< b < oo, the set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x — V(X0,.. .,Xn) and y = £(max7>s„ Xj)

for some X0,...,X„} is precisely the set

[(x, y): x ^y < x + n(x - a)(l - ((x - a)/ (b - a))V"); a < x < b]

(similarly for Markov processes and martingales taking values in [a, b]).

4. Prophet inequalities for infinite sequences. In this section the analogous results

for infinite sequences of random variables taking values in [0,1] are developed.

Definition 4.1. C denotes the convex set in R2 given by C = {(x, y): x <jy < x

-xlnx;0<x<l}U {(0,0), (1,1)}. (In terms of the sets C„ of Definition 3.1,

c= U»=1C„.)

Theorem 4.2. The set of ordered pairs ((x, y): x = V(XQ, Xx,...) and y =

£(sup„ X„) for some process X0, A",,...} is precisely the set C.

Proof. Since V(X0, Xx,. . .) = lim„J00 V(X0,. . . ,Xn) and £(sup„ Xn) =

lim„_00 £(maxy<„ Xj), it follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 that

(9) CQ Ux,y):x= V(X0, A",,...) and.y = e( sup Xn) for some X0, Xx,... j

Ç {(x,.y):x*sv<x-xlnx;0<x< 1} U {(0,0), (1,1)}.
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The remainder of the proof consists solely of showing that the inequality in

question is strict, that is, for every sequence X0, A,,... with V(X0, A",,...) = x G

(0,1) and y — £(sup„ Xn) it follows that y < x — xln x.

Fix X0, A,,... with V(X0, A",,... ) = x G (0,1). The proof will be complete once it

is shown that there exists a sequence Â0, Xx,... with V(X0, Xx,...) = x but with

£(sup„ÂJ>£(sup„A-n).

First, notice that for every martingale XQ, X[,...,

(10) £(supA-;;)^£(A¿)(l-ln£A-¿);
n

(11) E(sixpX'n\X'Q)<X'Q(\-lnX'0)   a.e.on{A¿>0};
n

and if X0 is not a.e. constant, then there is a S > 0 with

(12) e( sup A";) < E(X0(l - In A¿)) < £A"¿(1 - In EX0) - S,
n

where(10) follows from(9) since V(X0, X[,...) = EX'Ü, (11) follows from(10) (using

regular conditional distributions, if necessary, as in §4.3 of [2]), and (12) follows

from (11) and the strict convexity of the function/(x) = x — x In x.

Now, it may be assumed (from Proposition (2.2)) that the given sequence X0,

A,,... is a martingale, and even that A"0 = x (otherwise consider the sequence

A_, = x, A0, A,,... ).

Case 1. P(XX = x/a) = a = 1 - P(XX = 0) for some 0 < x < a < 1.

First it will be shown that

(13) £(supA"„) <x(2 - lnx - o + Ina).
n

To establish (13), let x, = x/a, and calculate

£ÍsupA"J =x(l -«) + f      E(XX V X2V ■■■\Xx)dP
X    n ' JX,=x,

<x(l-a)+i       Xx(l-In Xx)dP
JXx=x{

= x(l — a) + a(x, — x, lnx,) = x(2 — lnx — a + lna),

where the inequality follows from (11) since A",, X2,... is a martingale.

Next, fix e > 0 with e < x(-l — In a + a)/2. Since In y — y increases to -1 as y

increases to 1, there exists â G (a, 1) with

(14) lnâ — â > lna — a + e/x.

From (9), for x, = x/a, there exists a martingale Xx =x,, X2,... satisfying

£(sup„&1 Â„) > x,(l - In x,) - e. Define X0, Xx,... by X0 = x; P(XX = xx) = â =

1 - P(XX = 0); and P(Xj = 01Â, = 0) = 1 = />(*} = X} \ Xx = x,) a.e. for ; > 1.
The process X0, Xx,... is a martingale satisfying

(15) E(supXn) >x(2-lnx-â + lnâ) - e,
n
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since

EÍsupX„) =x(l-â)+ f       E(XX V X2 V ■ ■■\Xl)dP
V    n ' JXl=xi

= x{l -â) + âE(Xx VÀ2 V •••)

> x(l — â) + â(x, — x, In x, — e)

> x(2 — In x — â + In â ) — e,

where the first inequahty follows from the construction of Xx, X2,... and the second

inequality follows because x, = x/à and 0 < â < 1.

Now by (13), (14) and (15) we have

£( sup Xn ) < x(2 — In x — a + In a)

< x(2 — In x — â + In a — e/x ) < £ I sup Xn I,

and Case 1 is completed.

General case (Reduction to Case 1). By an argument similar to that in Proposition

2.6, it may be assumed that, for some a G (0, 1), P(XX > x) = a = 1

— P(XX = 0). It will be shown that there is a martingale Â"0 = x, Xx,... with

P(XX = x/a) = a = 1 - P(XX = 0) and satisfying £(sup„ X„) > £(sup„ X„),

thereby reducing the general case to Case 1.

Assume A", is not constant a.e. on {A", > x), otherwise Case 1 applies (except in

the degenerate case A", = x a.e., which is solved by deleting A", and considering A"0,

X2, X3,...).

For some 8 > 0,

(16) E(supX„) =x(l -a)+ f      E(XX V X2 V ■■■\Xx)dP
V    n ' JXl»x

<x(\-a) + f      Xx(l-In Xx)dP

= x(l-a) + a[      Xx(l -In Xx)d(P/a)
»1*

< x(l — a) + a(x, — x, In x, — 8)

< x(l — a) + a(x, — x, In x,) — 8,

where x, = a'lfx >x A", = x/a, and where the first inequahty follows from (11), and

the second inequahty from the strict concavity of the function x — x In x. From (9)

and Proposition 3.3 there is a martingale Âq = x, Xx,... with P(XX = x,) = a = 1

- P(XX = 0)   and   satisfying   E(XX V X2 V • • ■ | Xx = x,) > x, - x, In x, -

(S/2a).Thus

EÍsupXn) =x(l -a) + f       E(XX V X2V ■■•\Xx=xx)dP
V    n ' JX,=x]

> x(l — a) + a(x, — x,lnx, — (8/2a)) > E( sup Xn),
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where the second inequality follows from (16). This completes the reduction to Case

1, and the proof.    D

Corollary 4.3 (cf. [6,p. 227]). Let A0, A,,... be a martingale taking values in

[0,1] with 0 < EX0 < 1. Then

(17) £(supA„) <£A0(1 -ln£A0).
n

Remark. Under the conditions of Corollary 4.3 with £A0 = x, the weak expec-

tation inequality £(sup„ A„) < x - xln x can also be proved from the weak distrib-

utional inequality /'(sup, A„ s= y) < x/y for y > x [5, p. 314] as follows:

£(supA"„) = (°°p( sup Xn>x)dX< f\dX+ Çx/X dX = x - xln x.

Corollary 4.4. Let X0, A",,... be any random variables taking values in [0,1].

Then

(18) E(supX,,)<V(X0,Xx,...)+e-\
n

Proof. Note that y = x + e"1 is tangent to the curve y = x — x In x at x = e~];

apply Theorem 4.2.    D

Proposition 4.5. For each (x, y) G C, there is a sequence of random variables A0,

A,,..., each taking at most two values, which is both Markov and a martingale, and

which satisfies £A0 = x and £(sup„ Xn ) = y.

Proof. Apply Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 4.2    D

The following two theorems follow immediately from Theorem 4.2 and Proposi-

tion 4.5.

Theorem 4.6. The set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x = £A"0 and y = £(sup„ Xn) for

some martingale A0, A,,...} is precisely the set C.

Theorem 4.7. The set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x — V(X0, A,,...) and y —

£(sup„ Xn ) for some Markov process A"0, A",,...} is precisely the set C.

Remarks. Inequalities (17) and (18) are sharp. To come arbitrarily close to

equality in (17), let x = £A"0 and ye = £Aq(1 — £A"0) — e and choose the process A0,

A",,... associated with the point (x, ye) G C as in Proposition 3.3; for (18) require

further that x = e'\

For the collection of infinite sequences A"0, A,,... taking values in [a, b], -oo < a

< b < oo, the set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x = V(XQ, A",,...) and y = £(sup„ Xn)

for some A0, A,,...} is precisely the set

{(x, y): x <y < x + (x — a) ln((x — a)/ (b — a)); a < x < b)

U {(a,a),(b,b)).

5. Applications to order selection in optimal stopping problems. In this section the

results of the two previous sections are used to solve a nonprophet problem, in this

case to determine the advantage a player may obtain by rearranging the order of
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observation of a given sequence. Recall that the assumption that all random

variables take values in [0,1] is still in effect. Fix n > 1.

Let 9„ denote the permutations of {0,1,...,«}, and 9 the permutations of

{0,1,2,...}.
Definition 5.1. For any sequence of random variables A"0, A,,...,

L/({A0,A,,...,A„})-max{F(Aw(0),...,A-w(n)):77Gt},and

U({X0,Xx,...}) = sup{v(Xn(0),X„(X),...):*£<$}.

U({X0, A",,...}) represents the optimal expected gain of a player free to select

(deterministically) the order of observation of the collection of random variables

{X0, Xx,...}, and free to stop whenever he pleases. As is shown in Theorem 3.11 of

[7], U({X0, A,,...}) even equals W({X0, A,,...}), the optimal expected gain of a

player free to select the order of observation randomly (as a function of past

observations only).

The main results of this section, Theorem 5.2 and 5.3, give complete solutions to

the question of the advantage a player may obtain by rearranging the order of

observations of given uniformly bounded finite, and infinite, sequences of random

variables. Recall C„ and C in Definitions 3.1 and 4.1.

Theorem 5.2. The set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x= V(X0,... ,Xn) and y —

U( { X0 ,..., Xn} ) for some process X0, A",,..., Xn} is precisely the set Cn.

Theorem 5.3. The set of ordered pairs {(x, y): x = V(X0, A",,...) and y =

U({X0, A",,...}) for some process X0, A",,...} is precisely the set C.

Proofs of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. For Theorem 5.2, first notice that

V(X0, A„..., Xn) < U({X0, Xx,.. .,Xn)) < £(maxy<s„ Xj). Next, it is shown that the

random variables Xm = aX'm + bx, m = 0,...,n, of Proposition 3.3 satisfy

V(Xn, X„_X,...,XX, X0) = l7({Ao,...,A"„}) = £(max7<:„ A}). The random variables

X'm, m = 0,...,«, of Proposition 3.3 satisfy

x + (n- l)x(l - x]/n) = £(maxA";) > U({X0,...,X'n})

>V(X'n,X'n_x,...,X'x,X'0)=E(X'n^,)=x + (n-l)x(l-xx/"),

where / is the stop rule for X'n_j,j = 0,... ,n, given by t = min{;: X'n_j ^ 0}. Thus,

V(Xn,...,X0) = aV(X'n,.. .,X0) + bx = a£(maxy<„ Xj) + bx = £(maxyfi„ A}), and

V(Xn,...,XQ)= U({X0,..., A„}) = E(msLXj^n Xj). This concludes the proof of The-

orem 5.2; the proof of Theorem 5.3 is similar.    D

The analogs of the corollaries and theorems for Markov sequences and martingales

found at the ends of §§3 and 4 also follow easily, as do the corresponding results for

random variables taking values in [a, b]. The analog of (18), for example, is

(19) L7({A-0,A-,,...})<F(A-0,A-,,...) + e-'.

A probabilistic interpretation of (19) is that a player should never pay more than

e~l for the privilege of rearranging the order of observations of a given sequence of

random variables (taking values in [0^ 1]).
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Another similar application of prophet inequalities to a nonprophet problem, that

)f determination of the advantage of using nonmeasurable stop rules (see [11]), is

also possible.
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